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MCNP Unstructured Mesh (UM) Calculation

• An MCNP UM calculation 
requires two input file types:
− MCNP input file
− Abaqus input file(s)

• An Abaqus input file must have 
the correct Abaqus syntax rules 
and meet additional MCNP 
requirements.

• write_mcnp_um_input.py was 
developed to create an MCNP 
UM input file.

Abaqus Input 
File write_mcnp_um_input.py MCNP Input 

file

MCNP6
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Abaqus Input File

Element sets and instances are used to define the MCNP pseudo-cells.
An Abaqus input file is from ICRP, 2020. Adult mesh-type reference computational phantoms. ICRP Publication 145. Ann. ICRP 49(3).

simple part model
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Abaqus Input File    complex part model
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write_mcnp_um_input

• A new algorithm  is used to build an 
MCNP UM model:  faster than 
um_pre_op, flexible to use, writing 
detailed mesh cell information.

• Extensive error checking on an 
Abaqus input file format.

• 40 Abaqus input files were used to 
test the Python code.

not in um_pre_op
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Example Output Files

It took about 20 seconds to process this Abaqus 
input file on a laptop.  ~8.5M elements

no density in a file
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Other Uses of The Python Tool

• A prototype for refactoring 
MCNP routines used to 
process an Abaqus input file.

Python prototype       

Fortran production
• Integrate into MCNP-Abaqus 

Multiphysics Calculation 
Framework.
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Conclusions
• Writing an MCNP input file for an unstructured mesh geometry can be a tedious, 

bookkeeping exercise.
• A new Python code was developed to process an Abaqus input file and write a 

corresponding MCNP input file to define the mesh geometry and material definition.
− The Python code does extensive error checking on an Abaqus input format.
− The Python code is significantly faster than and more options than um_pre_op.
− The Python code provides detailed mesh geometry mapping between Abaqus and 

MCNP models.
• 40 Abaqus input files were used to verify this python code. MCNP input files generated by 

the Python code match those produced by um_pre_op.
• write_mcnp_um_input.py should be used to write an MCNP input file instead of 

um_pre_op since um_pre_op is not updated in MCNP 6.3 version and 
write_mcnp_um_input.py is more flexible to use and provides detailed mesh 
information mapping.


